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Abstract
We show that there are several striking parallels between the dynamics of gelatin gels and spin glasses.
In general, glassy systems retain a memory of their past history. A key characteristic differentiating spin
glasses from most other glassy systems is that on cooling they appear to “forget” what happened just
below the glass transition temperature, but the memory is recovered on heating. We show that gelatin gels
also behave in this way. Both systems show critical scaling of the kinetics with temperature and undergo
physical aging, that is they never reach equilibrium, but continue to harden indefinitely at a rate which
is linear in log(time). The parallels between the dynamics of these two completely different kinds of
condensed matter strongly suggest that they share an underlying theory.
There has recently been an explosion of interest in the physics of systems trapped far from
equilibrium [1, 2]. Intriguing parallels have been found between the behavior of systems as
diverse as traffic, powders, soft matter, spin glasses and structural glasses, such as window
glass. A central issue is to define when these parallels are superficial and when they are
profound. The answers are extremely hard to find. Thermo-reversible gels are clearly
trapped far from equilibrium. In fact, more than twenty years ago de Gennes remarked that
such weakly cross-linked gels “should show some of the intricacy of the glass transitions” [3].
This suggestion has never been tested. Here we show more precisely that several aspects of
the dynamics of gelatin, the archetypal thermo-reversible gel, are astonishingly close to
those of spin glasses.
Spin glasses have long served as a source of inspiration for modeling systems with many
almost equivalent energy minima, for example memory storage in the brain [4] and
optimization problems [5]. This appeal is due to a combination of the simplicity of the
theoretical spin glass models and the richness of the resulting behavior. This behavior is still
far from being completely understood [1], despite huge theoretical, numerical and
experimental efforts.
Gelatin is degraded collagen. When its solutions are cooled below about 40°C, the separate
chains start to combine and re-form portions of collagen triple helix, which cross link the
system, eventually forming an elastic gel. Djabourov et al. measured the elasticity and helix
fraction as a function of time after sudden cooling to a range of temperatures [6]. They
showed that the sol-gel transition is a percolation threshold. Once chains are involved in at
least two cross-links, the system becomes frustrated, due to the competition between
neighboring cross-links for the shared portions of free chain. Frustration, the
incompatibility of local and global energy minimization, is a key feature of all glassy systems
[7]. Gelatin gels have a gelation temperature above which a gel will never form. The
thermodynamic status of this temperature has never been clarified. We show that it shares
some characteristics with the critical temperature of a second order phase transition.
* This article is based on versions that have been rejected by Nature and Science. The experimental
results have been published in a less technical form as: “Scaling in the dynamics of gelatin gels”, V.
Normand and A. Parker, pp. 185-189 in “Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on Food
Rheology and Structure”, 2003, ISBN 3-905609-19-3
2Gelatin gels display two of the key features of glassy systems:
1) The mechanical response occurs at two widely separated time scales [8], which is typical
of structural glasses (see, for instance, [9]).
2) For aging times between one hour and several months the elastic modulus of gelatin gels
increases as log(time) [10]. For glassy systems in general, the rate of physical aging is
proportional to (log(time))ζ with ζ close to 1 [1].
When a glassy system is cooled below the glass transition temperature, Tg, equilibrium is
never reached [1]. The system properties then depend on the time spent below Tg. In
general, glassy systems remember their past history. The key characteristic that distinguishes
spin glasses from other glassy systems is that memory can be temporarily lost [11]. This
effect is best observed using a two stage protocol: A non-perturbing alternating field is
applied (magnetic for spin glasses, mechanical for gels) and the response (magnetic
susceptibility for spin glasses, elasticity for gels) is measured whilst: 1) cooling at a constant
rate from above Tc to below it and then heating at the same rate. This gives the reference
curve. 2) Cooling and heating in the same way, but stopping once or twice during the
cooling. Figure 1 shows the results for experiments with one stop (1A and 1C) and two stops
(1B and 1D). Figures 1A,B show the raw data and figures 1C,D show the difference between
the experiments with and without stops (∆G’=G’-G’ref).
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Figure 1 The memory effect for gelatin gels. Top row shows elasticity measured during cooling and then
heating at 0.2Kmin-1. The dashed line is the reference curve measured during continuous cooling and
heating. The solid line is the result with stopping. Bottom row shows the difference between the reference
curve and the stopping curve. The thin line is for cooling and the bold line for heating. On the left one
stop: 1h at 15°C. On the right two stops: 2h at 25°C and 1h at 15°C. c = 100g/kg
3These results are very similar to those for spin glasses [11] and also for a polymer glass [12]
in that: i) at low temperature the sample shows the same behavior with or without stopping,
it temporarily forgets its past, ii) on heating the sample remembers that it stopped, which
causes a melting peak to appear close to the stopping temperature(s). A further similarity
with spin glasses [13] is that the response after two stops is just the sum of the responses to
two separate stops. For spin glasses the “melting” peak occurs exactly at the stopping
temperature. For our gels (and Bellon et al.’s polymer glass [12]) the melting peak occurs
10°C higher. Figure 2 shows that this is an effect of heating rate.
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Figure 2 Effect of heating rate on temperature difference between stopping temperature and temperature
of melting peak for stopping temperatures of 15°C and 25°C. Extrapolations by eye.
All the gels were cooled at the same rate, but heated at different rates. Figure 2 shows the
temperature difference between the stopping temperature and the peak rate during
melting as a function of the heating rate. Lower heating rates lead to smaller differences.
The extrapolations suggest that the melting and stopping temperatures would coincide at a
heating rate of less than 5 x 10-5 Kmin-1. We think that this difference between spin glasses
and gelatin gels is just due to the much slower dynamics of the gels.
It was shown recently [10] that the gelation kinetics of a wide range of gelatin gels can be
superposed on an arbitrary reference curve by shifting them in log(modulus)/log(time)
space. The majority of the data could be fit by a linear dependence of the shift factors on
temperature, concentration and molecular weight distribution. We call this regime far-from-
critical. However, it was clear that a different scaling was required when the temperature was
too high or the concentration too low. We call this regime close-to-critical. Figure 3 shows
some typical data for the elastic modulus as a function of time in the close-to-critical regime.
Note how strongly the kinetics depend on the temperature.
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Figure 3 Typical gelation kinetics in the close-to-critical regime. Concentrations: Solid lines: 20g/kg,
Dashed lines: 40g/kg.
4We improve on the previous work [10] by showing that these data can be collapsed using
the concept of critical slowing down [14]. Note that although critical slowing down is
characteristic of second order phase transitions, it is not proof of the presence of a second
order phase transition. It is just a “catastrophe flag” [14] indicating that the system is close
to a singular point. The relaxation time, τ, diverges as: 
n
c XX −∝τ , with X a system
variable, Xc its critical value and n an exponent. Hukushima et al. [15] showed that this
dynamic scaling accounted for the effect of temperature on the time evolution of their spin-
glass simulations. We apply this approach to the gelation kinetics of gelatin. Interestingly,
we find that it can be extended to account for the effect of concentration too. We fit the
data in figure 3 to the formula:
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where ε is the reduced temperature, c the dimensionless concentration, t is time and g(x) is a
scaling function defining the shape of the master-curve. The four exponents and the critical
concentration, cc, are fitting parameters. The form of equation (1) is evidence against the
presence of the second order phase transition, as the effects of concentration and
temperature are independent. Figure 4 shows that the best fit of equation (1) to the data in
Figure 2 gives an excellent collapse onto a single curve.
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Figure 4 Critical scaling of data in figure 2. Solid symbols 20g/kg, open symbols 40g/kg. Best fit values
in equation (1) were: α = 3.23 ± 0.09, β = -9.30 ± 0.13, µ = 2.3, ν = -2.6, cc = 0,
Tc = 35.8°C.
Data for concentrations between 7.5 and 100g/kg also fell onto the same curve. Setting the
critical concentration, cc, to zero gave the best fit, implying that the critical gelation
concentration is much lower than the lowest concentration studied. We argue that this
approach is the only non-arbitrary way of determining the critical gelation concentration, as
it is time-independent.
Figure 5 shows that Equation (1) only collapses the data in the far-from-critical regime for
short times. At longer times, the gelation rate is slower.
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Figure 5A Deviation of the gelation kinetics of cold-aged gels from the master curve for close-to-critical
gels, shown in fig. 2. 5B shows that the time at which the deviation occurs scales with the distance from
the critical temperature.
In fact, Equation (1) can be used to fit data in the far from critical regime too (data not
shown), using the same Tc as for the close-to-critical regime, but different exponents. In
particular, the time exponent of the reduced temperature, β, falls from about -9 to close to -
2, so when gels are far from critical they evolve much more slowly than when they are close
to it. Finally, figure 6 shows that the experimentally well defined time at which the transition
between the two regimes occurs also scales with concentration and temperature.
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Figure 6 Surface defining the critical time that separates the close-to-critical (below the surface) and far-
from-critical regimes (above).
Two regimes with different scaling exponents are also found for second order phase
transitions [16]. Close-to-critical, the dynamics are dominated by fluctuations from the
average behavior. Far-from-critical the dynamics are controlled by thermally activated
hopping over energy barriers. Also the system evolves more slowly in the far-from-critical
regime, as we have shown for gelatin gels. De Gennes suggested long ago that these ideas
were relevant to gels [17], but their validity has never been established [18]. As we pointed
out above, the presence of aging and the form of equation (1) both argue against the idea
that the behavior of gelatin gels is related to a second order phase transition. Recent work
on real spin glasses [19] suggests that their dynamics also show these two regimes. However,
the relevance of the second order phase transition to the behavior of real spin glasses is still
an open question [20]. For gelatin, direct measurement of the fluctuations, using light
scattering or high sensitivity rheometry [21], would be very helpful.
6Gelatin gels close to and far from critical are not only differentiated by their scaling
exponents. There is also a correlation with a very simple observation that was reported
previously [10]: a gel is cut in two and the pieces placed back together. A cut made when
the gel is close to critical will heal, whereas a cut made when it is far from critical will not.
Intuitively, this observation agrees with the fact that gels in the far-from-critical regime show
more dramatic memory effects, as we show below.
The memory effect has been studied in real [19] and simulated [22] spin glasses after
sudden heating of an aged sample to a temperature below Tc. Figure 4A shows that an
equivalent memory effect occurs in the close-to-critical regime for gelatin. Gels were first
aged at 15°C for up to 1 hour and then heated to 24°C, well below the critical temperature.
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Figure 7 Memory effect in the close-to-critical regime. % shows raw data. One gel (labeled isothermal) was
aged at 24°C. Three others were aged for different times at 15°C and then heated to 24°C. Arrows
indicate the time at which the gel was heated to 24°C. The heated gels first melt and then re-form at
some later time. &shows that the data for the cold aged gels after heating can be superposed on the data
for the hot aged gel by shifting along the linear time axis. c = 20g/kg
These gels melted very quickly after heating, but then re-formed some hours later, before a
sample aged entirely at 24°C had started to gel. Heating these gels initially melted them,
then a wait as long as several hours was needed to discover that they re-gelled. This
phenomenon has not been described previously. It occurs because on heating, the system
falls below the percolation threshold, but retains some structure. These data illustrate how
the spin glass-like dynamics make it hard to define the gel melting temperature in a non-
arbitrary way. Figure 4B shows that the kinetics for the cold aged gels can be shifted onto
that of the hot aged gel, using linear axes. In fact, the shift factors are linearly proportional
to the aging time (data not shown). Some time after heating a cold aged gel, it acts exactly
like a gel that has been hot aged for longer. We can call this premature aging. The
equivalent experiments in spin glasses can also be superposed by a shift, but the shift is in
the opposite direction and so the effect is called rejuvenation [11].
Figure 8 shows what we believe is a new kind of memory effect that occurs after sudden
heating in the far-from-critical regime.
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Figure 8 Memory effect in the far-from-critical regime. The cold aged gel was rapidly heated to 15°C after
1 hour aging at 10°C. Vertical arrow indicates the time of the temperature jump.
c = 67g/kg
The elastic modulus first falls rapidly, but then starts to rise again. In this case a constant
gap in log(time) remains. The data for the cold-aged gel can be superposed on that for the
hot-aged sample by shifting along the log(time) axis. In this case, the cold aged gel shows
accelerated aging. This memory effect has not been observed in spin glasses, either real or
simulated.
We have shown that temperature and concentration have equivalent effects on the gelation
of gelatin. This same idea has recently become very popular for yield stress fluids and other
“jammed” systems [2, 23, 24]. However, the jamming paradigm has only been applied to
(apparently) time-independent systems until now. In systems that age, time matters. Scaling
the whole time evolution seems a promising approach to understanding, or at least
parametrizing, the effects of time on systems jammed far from equilibrium.
Our intuitive picture is that below the critical temperature double helices start to form, but
the system quickly become frustrated as all the growing helices are joined by portions of
random coil. Such a system quickly arrives at a balance where the energetically favourable
formation of helices is exactly balanced by the unfavorable increase in entropic stretch in
the attached portions of random coil. The system is then in a marginally stable state. When
the temperature is decreased, the stretch decreases, so helix growth starts once again. When
the temperature is increased, the coils are over-stretched and undo helices until a new
marginal state is reached. This model is clearly very similar to the coupled pendulum model
described in Bak’s book [25], which is exactly equivalent to the sandpile model [26].
However, this model exhibits self organized criticality and does not age – it reaches a
stationary state, so our intuitive picture lacks a vital ingredient.
Sibani and Andersen have recently discussed a model similar to the sandpile model that
does age [27]. The extra ingredient that the sandpile model does not have is irreversibility.
In gelatine gels, the irreversibility is provided by the co-operativity of the helix-coil transition
(see, for instance, [28]). Model spin glasses also show both marginal stability and
irreversibility [29]. These shared characteristics of gelatin gels and spin glasses provide some
theoretical justification for the similarities in their phenomenologies that we have described
here.
The striking similarities shown here between gelatin gels and spin glasses suggest some deep
common theory for the dynamics of the two systems. A theory based on hopping over
8energy barriers - an energy landscape - [1] would be suitable as it is sufficiently specific to
make testable predictions, but sufficiently abstract to be applicable to both systems. Studies
of gelatin have several clear advantages: gelatin gels have a much longer elementary time
scale, so events are observable that are too rapid to observe in real spin glasses. The length
scale for gelatin gels is much longer than for spin glasses, so the slow dynamics and
fluctuations in the structure can be probed directly using techniques like light scattering.
Finally the transparency of the gels and their convenient critical temperature make
experiments much easier. We expect more detailed comparisons of spin glasses and gelatin
gels to lead to better understanding of universality and specificity in these and other glassy
systems.
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